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Colorado sixth-grader Michal Bodzianowski recent-
ly made every college student in the country jealous 
by winning a national science competition with an 
experiment where he brewed his own beer. Ap-
parently, you’re totally allowed to brew beer at the 
age of  eleven so long as it’s for science, a fact that 
probably would have helped all of  us a lot more to 
learn about ten years ago.
In other lessons that would have been helpful a de-
cade earlier, it turns out that middle school teachers 
don’t get mad when they ask you for science and 
you give them beer (actually, we probably could 
have figured that one out on our own). Instead, 
they will praise your scientific know-how, as 
Bodzianowski’s teacher, Sharon Combs, did when 
he submitted the project. “He’s very talented,” she 
said, adding that “He came up with this idea all 
on his own,” though there may have been a little 

wink-wink-nudge-nudge-you-know-what-would-be-
a-good-Christmas-present-for-your-favorite-teacher 
involved.
The experiment was one of  eleven selected as part 
of  the Student Spaceflight Experiments Program, a 
project which sends middle-school science projects 
into space in order to inspire young scientists, 
because let’s be honest, potato clocks are way more 
inspiring when you put them in space. One might 
question why, of  all things, scientists would be most 
concerned with mankind’s future ability to brew 
beer in space. Bodzianowski says it is because beer 
is useful as a source of  emergency hydration when 
no pure water is available, and that the by-products 
of  beer might have significant medical uses when 
brewed in space. “Yes,” said the astronauts when 
asked if  this was the reason, as they piled the exper-
iment into the shuttle, along with the other winning 
experiments on the effects of  microgravity on 
marijuana-growing and crystal-meth-making, “That 
is our reason exactly.”
While we cannot say exactly what the results of  
this experiment will be, at the very least once this 
experiment is concluded mankind will be able to say 
we’ve brewed a beer in space. Most might consider 
that an end unto itself, for others this is only the 
beginning. “You never know how some of  these 
experiments can be a stepping stone to something 
else,” said Combs excitedly of  the experiment, 
“That’s how science works!” So true. Who knows, 
maybe we’ll find the Higgs boson floating in one 
of  those space-Heinekens. Or maybe we’ll discover 
the secret to quantum foam in the foam of  a nice 
lager. Or maybe we’ll just end up with really drunk 
astronauts. You never know, after all.

This Week in Beers

Satire News

Crime and 
Incident Report

This crime alert is to inform the 
community about an incident that 
occurred in the Hunt Library.  On 
Sunday, October 13, 2013, at approx-
imately 11:20 P.M., a member of  
our community was assaulted while 
working on her 213 assignment. The 
suspect threw a Mechanical Engineer-
ing textbook at the victim, resulting 
a no severe bodily harm aside from a 
newly acquired obsession with trusses.  

Several witnesses came to the victim’s 
aid and the suspect ran away, leaving 
her computer and other belongings 
behind and tearing at her hair while 
crying “W-J/rad??!”  A librarian 
caught the student hiding in the girls 
bathroom in the basement of  the 
library, where she patted her slowly 
on the back saying, “why don’t you 
go home and get some sleep?”.  The 
victim was taken to the office of  Me-
chanical Engineering to declare her 
new major.

This message is intended to advise 
you of  the incident and to warn that 
Hunt has been the location of  break-
down incidents.
 
Stay close to friends and do not allow 
yourself  or others to interact with 
MechEs while studying.

Resist attempts to socialize by CIT 
students

Avoid using devices that impair your 
hearing or sight while working in the 
library.

Use the University Shuttle/Escort 
Service when possible.   

Report any crazed looking students to 
Student Health Services or refer them 
to readme for a writing position. 

Local Couple Debate Paying Their Bills
Local married couple, Mr. and Mrs. John and 
Jane Doe debated whether or not to pay their 
bills last week as they sat in a nearly empty 
single bedroom flat. Jane eyed John angrily as 
he explained their situation to Readme. 

“It’s a complicated issue,” John said, “But I 
can’t help feeling that paying our bills might 
not be the right decision right now. There are a 
few bigger issues we need to take care of  too.” 
When Readme asked what issues, Jane cut in 
angrily: “Like his goddamned sword collection. 
Ask him about it.” 

Readme was able to get John to unlock the 
bathroom of  the apartment, which he had 
been using to keep his weaponry. “We’ve got 
a closet, but it’s full up already, and since the 
water’s not working here anymore I figured 
you know…” 

He changed the subject quickly, talking instead 
excitedly about his latest prized collection, a 

two-handed sword with a diamond encrusted  
Standing in the doorway as he spoke, Jane 
seemed not to listen and instead eyed one of  
John’s many dirks meaningfully.
The conversation continued as John and 
Readme stepped of  the bathroom for a breath 
of  fresh air and to give Jane space to use the 
grindstone. So why did Joe’s collection take 
priority over bills? Readme asked. “Yes, John, 
why?” Jane exclaimed pointedly from the 
bathroom as she sharpened a blade onto one 
of  John’s scimitars.

“Well, if  JANE WOULD JUST LISTEN FOR 
A SECOND,” John said, “it’s all about keeping 
me and my own safe. There’ve been a lot of  
reports about suspicious activity going on 
around this apartment, and I just want to make 
sure our family is secure through these trying 
times. By buying more swords. To protect us.” 
As Readme left the apartment, Jane was last 
seen approaching John menacingly with a 
newly sharpened scimitar.



This past weekend the Carnegie Mellon community 
was struck with a calamity the likes of  which it has not 
encountered since the tragic mutilation of  the fence in 
2012.  The little boy at the foot of  what many students 
have called “an eyesore” or “a giant metal dick” has 
lost his hand. 

Those not familiar with the sculpture should know that 
it is comprised of  an steeply inclined chrome rod a 
few feet around in circumference which is climbed by 
several skyward bound ladies and gentlemen. The art-
ist,  Jonathan Borofsky, once described the sculpture as 
“a celebration of  the human potential for discovering 
who we are and where we need to go.” 

This description struck readme as particular awkward 
given the placement of  the various characters in the 
design. While several men and even, notably, women, 
climb the rod which The Tartan once described as “a 
huge phallus”,  the only black people in the piece stand 
ever looking wistfully up at their more socially privi-
leged counterparts as they ascend. 

To add insult to injury, these two statues, a little boy 
holding the hand of--presumably-- his father, or maybe 
his creepy uncle, are accompanied only by one dudebro 
in a douchey baseball cap. The three grounded loners 
are also subjected to the greasy hands of  passersby and 
to tacky posed photographs of  freshmen and prospec-
tive students each day. 

The child and father/creepyuncle cling to each other to 
console each other against the harsh truths of  our soci-
ety, staring up at the ass of  a sky-walking white-woman.

Now, however, they can no longer brace themselves 
against their everlasting torment, as the child’s hand 
has been roughly dismembered from his arm. Laughing 
students further added to his pain, terror and humiliation by 
placing the hand jovially upon his petrified head in a continua-
tion of  their sick game of  putting silly things on the statue. 

We must ask ourselves, Carnegie Mellon, is this truly what we 
expect from our community? Do we not expect more from 
ourselves and our peers? Will you simply stand by as your class-
mates barbarically and gruesomely torture those around them 
based on race, privilege and the quality of  animatancy? 

Walking to the Cry
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Vatican’t mispells “Jesus” on coins, writes, “Lesus”. 
No but actually.

Girl in Nebraska not “mature” enough for abortion.

Government defunds readme, next publication uncer-



Stay Classy, GOP

It is no secret that the GOP has had diffi-
culty in recent years connecting to minority 
demographics like female and Latino voters. 
Experts cite a number of  reasons for this 
distance, like difference in policy and the 
public perception that the GOP has no 
credible minority candidates. When asked 
about Michelle Bachman, the entire female 
gender flinched. “Yeah,” they said, “we like 
to think that she’s actually a Terminator 
that’s assumed female form and infiltrated 
our ‘hu-mon’ politics to destroy us from 
within. It’s less scary than the thought that 
she’s serious.” And when Ted Cruz was 
brought up, Latino voters responded, “No. 
Just no.”

To rectify this problem, the California 
Republican party held a convention show-
casing panels dedicated to the GOP’s new-
found commitment to diversity. Of  course, 
no female-outreach convention would be 
complete without a healthy dose of  misog-
yny, helpfully provided by a vendor at the 

event selling buttons that criticized Hillary 
Clinton for her ‘2 Fat Thighs’ and ‘2 Small 
Breasts’. Pictures of  the buttons soon went 
viral, presumably because women love being 
reminded that no matter how successful 
they become, some douche will always judge 
them for not being pretty enough. Though 
most leaped to blame the Republican Party 
itself, the GOP insists that the buttons were 
printed by an unaffiliated vendor, who it 
had removed from the event as soon as they 
realized that the pictures had leaked online.
But, you know what? They’re totally right. 
Those buttons weren’t official convention 
merchandise and, ultimately, we can’t blame 
the entire Republican Party for the tasteless 
actions of  one vendor. After all, the GOP is 
an old and experienced party, which knows 
how to cater to the desires of  its constitu-
ents with decorum and tact. That’s why the 
keynote for the California GOP convention 
was delivered by the most pro-California 
politician they could find, that being Texas 
governor Rick Perry, who spent all of  
February running ads on about how much 
California sucked and bragged about the 
tens of  thousands of  jobs he’d stolen from 
the state. Wait.

Aside from those minor snafus, though, the 
convention was a huge success, raising mas-
sive amounts of  awareness for the party’s 
efforts to be more inclusive of  women and 
racial minorities, as evidenced by the media 
attention it received in….um……no news 
outlets whatsoever. Huh. You know what? 
Maybe the GOP should have taken credit 
for the buttons, after all. At least those were 
getting them coverage.
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Tips for Surviving 
the Debt Ceiling 

Crisis

Lower the floor

Take the spikes off  the ceiling you 
goddamn lunatic

Go outside

Pay off  the debt

Leave a fake name so they can’t 
trace the debt back to you

Raise the debt ceiling

Panic.

No, wait, don’t panic. That was 
stupid.

Have a beer.

Then panic.

Continue doing what you are do-
ing to weather the shut down.

Hibernate

Buy emergency foodstuffs

“Write your senator” or whatever

Blame Obama

Look at Japan’s GDP/debt ratio 
and be relieved?

Never spend money ever again.



Ted Cruz for 2016
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A presidential straw poll held by the conservative political group 
Values Voters placed Texas senator Ted Cruz firmly in the lead in 
terms of  support for a 2016 presidential run. Now, it may seem a 
little early to be holding polls for an election three whole years in 
the future, but political elections are a lot like Christmas shop-
ping. If  you don’t start early you’ll find yourself  on wacky holiday 
hijinks looking for a Turboman action figure.

You may remember Ted Cruz for his courageous efforts to deny 
citizens universal healthcare, plunge our country into debt and 
stagnation, and make political filibusters even more pointless 
than they already are. It is exactly these qualities that make him 
a perfect candidate for those at the Values Voters Summit, who 
praised his ‘no-surrender’ attitude in filibustering against a bill he 

voted in favor of  afterwards anyways.

Unlike Cruz’s filibuster, his Summit speech was actually inter-
rupted a half  a dozen times by political protesters questioning 
his stance on immigration reform. Cruz used this as a chance to 
demonstrate his compassion of  spirit, celebrating these protest-
er’s rights to free speech before having security forcibly escort 
them off  the premises. He commented to the crowd that “Pres-
ident Obama’s paid political operatives” were out in full force to 
stop him that day. Which is pretty low of  our president, readme 
has to admit. Like, really, you could only afford to pay for six 
guys? I know we’re in the middle of  a shutdown, but you really 
couldn’t convince Congress that the Getting Rid of  Ted Cruz 
Fund was an essential part of  the budget? Get your act together, 
dude.

Now, some may feel that calling Ted Cruz a top contender for 
the presidential race might be jumping the gun a bit, seeing 
as people only found out he existed like three weeks ago. But 
those people simply don’t understand politics. After all, it’s not 
like Cruz is only famous because of  an isolated political stunt 
which effected (and yes, pedants, I am spelling that right) no 
real improvements on the way our government is run and will 
be forgotten the moment Miley Cyrus learns to make a clover 
shape with her tongue. No, surely Ted Cruz’s star will shine just 
as brightly in 2016 as it does now. He’s an icon, like, um, like that 
what’s-his-name, the Latino guy the GOP was so hyped up about 
a while back. Frig, what was he called? Um. Ah well, readme’ll 
remember it eventually. The point is, iconic.



One In Five Dentists Recommends That You
 Wake The Fuck Up

In a historical interview, readme tracked 
down the elusive fifth dentist at his office 
this past Saturday. At a location we can 
only say was near the North Pole, readme 
chattered down with Smithy McSmitherson 
in his igloo as he explained why he went 
against the opinions of  his four other col-
leagues.

“They’re all a bunch of  corporate shills,” he 
said between hot chocolate and ice biscuits. 
“You should know that. You saw it on a 
g-damn commercial. Anyway I’ve got bigger 
worries than Oral B or Sonicare’s feud. 
Those guys can take their brushes and stick 
them all over your pearly whites for all I 
care. I’ve got bigger fish to fry.”

Like what?

“Africa.” Smithy said, “China. India. Greece. 
Latin America. The United States. We’ve got 
a lot to fix before we start worrying about 
how much plaque we’re removing from our 
stuff-holes. Or if  your whitener is penetrat-
ing and cleaning the enamel of  your teeth.”

“So it’s not that one of  the five dentists 
doesn’t agree about the empirical benefits of  
Listerine or what have you. It’s that one of  
them – me – doesn’t care enough to answer. 
And why the hell would I help Oral B sell 

floss anyway? Honestly, big corporations 
like them are part of  the problem. They’re 
fucking with you sheeple more than you 
know. Here.”

He handed readme a toothbrush and tooth-
paste. “Brush your teeth. Right now.”

Readme briefly contemplated running. But 
the igloo hole was much too narrow for 
a quick getaway. Hands trembling, read-
me uncapped the toothpaste and applied 
Crest Pro-Health Clinical Gum Protection 
Toothpaste (Invigorating Clean Mint) to the 
brush. Almost immediately, Smithy cried out 
and slapped it away from readme’s hands.

“There! You see that! What dentist recom-
mended that you smother your toothbrush 
with a tablespoon of  product when you 
brush?!” he yelled, “Nobody, that’s who! It’s 
the toothpaste conglomerates who taught 
you that, through ads and commercials. To 
make you buy toothpaste more often. To 
sap you of  your life’s work with needless 
purchases.”

Smithy’s parting words seemed to stick with 
readme as he ran readme through the night 
in a clumsy snowshoe chase. “One in five 
dentists recommends that you wake the fuck 
up!”
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Things the 
Government thinks 
are “non-essential”

The panda cam

Chemical Safety and Hazard In-
vestigation Board

Consumer Product Safety Com-
mission

Department of  Transportation

Happiness

Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission

Federal Mine Safety and Health 
Review Commission

Food and Drug Administration

Minorities

Institute of  Museum and Library 
Services

Children that aren’t fetuses

National Council on Disability

Poor people

National Labor Relations Board

National Transportation Safety 
Board

Food

National Science Foundation

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Office of  Government Ethics

NASA

Bears

The government



Ballroom Dance Lessons
Mondays @7:30pm-9pm
UC Rangos

Tartan Swing--Free Weekly Swing Dance
Thursdays
Lesson 7:30-8:30pm, Dance 8:30-10pm
UC Rangos

Central Blood Bank Blood Drive
Wednesday, October 23
 8:30 AM to 2:30 PM
Rangos 3

Dhruva Krishna in Concert
Wednesday, October 23rd @ 7:30 pm 
Skibo Cafe.

SnS presents “Bat Boy the Musical”
October 24th, 25th and 26th

Mt. Kimbie
Saturday, October 26 @ 7pm
Rangos Ballroom

Lucius
Wednesday, October 30 @ 7pm
The Underground

School of Music Presents “Albert Herring”
Wednesday Oct. 23 at 8PM
Thursday Oct. 24 at 8PM
Friday Oct 25 at 8PM
Saturday Oct 26 at 2PM
Tickets free with your student ID
Purnell, Chosky Theater

KGB Presents Capture the Flag with Stuff!
Friday, October 25, 2013
7pm
Doherty 2315

Events and Things On and Off Campus

WHERE CAN I GET MORE 
OF THESE 

FINE ARTICLES?
readme will be handed out on Fridays in front of 

Doherty, and can be picked up  in the entrance of 
Doherty, Baker, Hunt, and the UC, and at Tazza 

D’Oro, Resnik, Skibo, the UC foodcourt, and New-
ell-Simon eatery

Join
readme

We need funny writers, non-funny writers, photo-
manipulation artists, and your mom.

Meetings @ 6pm
Tuesdays
in UC 306

ikrislov@cmu.edu

Do you have events?
Do you like FREE advertising?

YOU DO?!

Filibuster!

E-mail ikrislov@cmu.edu with your event informa-
tion two Mondays before the week of your event. 
Include a description, the time, date, location and 
cost. We will include it in this event listing ABSO-

LUTELY FREE! Believe it or not, people actually read 
this thing.

I mean, you’re reading it, and you’re a people, right?


